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Purchasing,…the…end…of…a…cycle?

Purchasing Observatory – Issue 5
The annual gathering of purchasing directors

What could make more sense in this time of crisis: optimising purchasing costs is still the main goal of purchasing 
departments! But it's been a tough battle and purchasing departments have had to fight on all fronts; they had to offset 
the “volume effects” of significant drops in sales; they had to deal with the financial weakness of some key suppliers by 
finding last-minute, and hence costly, alternatives; they also had to bring the panel of suppliers up to speed quickly to 
be able to address new markets. They had to make a direct contribution to savings by cutting the operating costs of the 
purchasing function. They had to do more with less!

In times of adversity the barriers come down. The crisis has hastened the transformation of the purchasing function. 
This firstly involves a very clear extension of its scope of action. The role of purchasing then evolved. In this constant 
search for savings, the purchasing function has come closer to its in-house customers around its service mission. It has 
organised itself as a source of new ideas and to add value. It has evolved from “guardian of the temple” to “operational 
player”. 

The goalposts have moved; they have moved so far that we can already see a new and more ambitious role emerging: 
"business partner". In some groups, the purchasing department seems to play the part of “solution finder” and to 
contribute to the value offered and the promise made to customers.

We have come a long way: from an often clumsy power-hungry attitude in the past, the purchasing function is evolving 
into a position of influence, contributing all the facts and figures to guide the business to the most profitable decision. 
But such a position requires high standards, and skills which are clearly not widespread in most purchasing departments. 
This is one of the main challenges for purchasing function over the coming years.

“The key to successful leadership today is influence, not authority.”  

Yvon Donval
Partner, 

 Supply Chain – Purchasing
BearingPoint

Noémie Sadik Attal
Manager of Relations 

with Executive Management
Microsoft France

Christophe Excoffier
Chairman

Novamétrie

Patrice Pourchet
Academic Director 

Postgraduate programme 
International Purchasing Mana-

gement
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Purchasing,…the…end…of…a…cycle?

The Purchasing Observatory, set up in 2004 by BearingPoint, Microsoft, ESSEC and Novamétrie, is making its fifth 
assessment of the state of play of practices, organisation and trends in the purchasing function in France. The goal 
is to offer original thinking every year on the evolving purchase function.

Our first survey in 2004 illustrated the rise of the purchasing function during the 1990s. It highlighted the areas of 
progress linked in particular with the improvement of methods and skills, and the ability of purchasing to place itself 
upstream in the definition of needs. It identified supplier management as a promising area of work.

Our second issue confirmed this assessment and showed how the function had changed profoundly in relation to its 
origins and the new areas it had moved into. Thus the purchasing function moved into areas hitherto reserved, such 
as buying intellectual services or communication. Finally, the survey highlighted prospects for human resources and 
the function's relations with general management.

In the third survey, the Forward-Studies Committee and founding partners of the Observatory proposed that a study 
be conducted on the dynamics of the relationship between general management and the purchasing department. 
The general managers interviewed stated their expectations in terms of cost control and competitiveness, though 
were not yet sensitive to the full potential of the function.

The fourth issue, produced in 2008, focused on the desire of the purchasing function to offer more services to in-
house customers. Four major lessons emerged from that issue:
•  Firstly, while savings were still the top priority, purchasing directors were taking a medium-term view, for instance 

by managing supplier risks more systematically.  
•  The second lesson exposed the function's Achilles' heel: knowledge of supplier markets. Too often overlooked, 

this detailed understanding of supplier markets required purchasing resources to be better allocated and the 
associated skills to be developed. 

•  This introduced the third lesson: skills management was clearly a major challenge. Purchasing issues were 
becoming increasingly complex and required correspondingly high levels of skills, and human resources were hard 
to find. 

•  The fourth and final lesson described the trend underlying the evolution of the purchasing function, gradually 
moving from the status of "cost killer" to operational player.

In a difficult and uncertain climate, this fifth issue assesses the prospects for possible changes and developments 
of the function : are we coming to the end of a cycle?  How will relations evolve in relation to promoters and the 
general management? What changes are taking place in supplier management? What are the impacts on resource 
management, especially skill development? This issue of Purchasing Observatory aims to provide specific answers 
to all these questions.

Introduction Scope…of…the…study
This issue of Purchasing Observatory has focused on priority topics that purchasing departments must work on to adopt a 
new outlook.

These possible challenges to be faced are discussed 
in relation to the four main aspects of the pur-
chasing function: in-house customers, suppliers, 
 general management and purchasing resources.

This study was conducted between July and Novem-
ber 2009 based on 200 telephone interviews plus 35 
individual interviews with purchasing directors.

The methodological study is based on the primary 
roles of the Purchasing Observatory:
•  To act as a forward-studies tool for purchasing de-

partments,
• To establish an overview of past, present and fu-
ture challenges for the function,
• To prompt witnesses and experts. 

As in previous issues, the 2009 issue was based on a Forward-Studies Committee tasked with guiding the study topics, reac-
ting to the initial results and providing its interpretation of the results when the study was made public.

The study panel is representative of all purchasing functions in terms of both balance between the sectors represented, and 
the widely differing turnovers of the businesses interviewed. Most of the CAC40 companies are represented on the panel.
This Purchasing Observatory begins with an assessment of the state of the purchasing function. It then endeavours to mea-
sure how this need for change is perceived within the businesses surveyed, and goes on to analyse the future opportunities 

for evolution and possibilities for a fresh start. Finally, it sets out a summary and proposes specific ideas for improvements.

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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Figure 3: Turnover

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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Summary
  of study

The current crisis raises three major questions for purcha-
sing departments for 2010: 
•  Are there 
•  What new model is this leading to?
•  What priority areas should purchasing managers be 

working in to face this challenge?

With the crisis, the purchasing function is 
expanding its scope… 
It is no surprise to learn that the purchasing function’s 
priority is still to optimise costs. However, purchasing de-
partments are not losing sight of the need to offer more 
services to their in-house customers, mainly through 
greater interaction with their key suppliers. 

The effect of the crisis is clearly visible in lower operating 
budgets. While 54% of the panel reported that in 2008 
their operating budget was lower or unchanged, 75% 
of businesses consulted were in that situation in 2009. 
However, despite these reduced resources, coverage of 
spending borne by purchasing made a quantitative leap: 
78% of purchasing departments questioned covered more 
than 60% of their business's expenditure, compared with 
65% of the panel in 2008. The urgency of finding cuts has 
clearly broken down the barriers, giving the purchasing 
function the opportunity to extend its field of action.

Figure 4: Priorities of the purchasing function

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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The purchasing function is becoming steadily more 
professional: 60% of profiles have more than five 
years’ experience, and 68% of purchasing staff are 
specialist buyers, with a sound academic background 
(four to five years of higher education).

These developments do not solve the function’s struc-
tural problems, however: it is still not open enough 
towards the outside. Only 28% of purchasing staff 
come from other functions; only 8% of staff (over two 
years) moved out of purchasing into another function. 
It is not yet regarded as a useful springboard towards 
other responsibilities within the business.

... and accelerates its transformation
One third of businesses consulted felt the need for ra-

Figure 6 : What has changed in purchasing

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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Figure 7: Towards buying as a career with higher added value

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory35%
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dical change.
The main triggering factor is the rapid pace of change 
in supplier markets: suppliers’ precarious financial 
health is a major concern. Some last-minute changes of 
supplier have clearly made a lasting impression. Abrupt 
changes in raw material prices or exchange rates also 
had a direct impact on performance. Faced with such 
structural changes, it comes as no surprise that many 
purchasing functions are being forced to adapt their 
model.

Increasing demands by in-house customers, amplified 
by the crisis context, is the second triggering factor: 
purchasing departments still have to keep on making 
savings. They need to pull new levers; we observe that 
purchasing is now required to offer more sophisticated 
services, such as a more in-depth knowledge of key 
suppliers or better anticipating the risks linked to those 
suppliers. 

The good news is that the purchasing function is chan-
ging more rapidly: it is moving away from its traditional 
stance of justifying its added value to become a solu-
tions provider: 40% of our panel identify providing solu-
tions as the most effective action, as against 34% for a 
better explanation of added value.

Influence, the alternative to power
Offering solutions to in-house customers… nice work! 
Purchasing departments have understood the chal-

lenge: this stance, while highly effective, nevertheless 
requires higher standards from several standpoints. 
The first thing is to listen to in-house customers in 
a proactive way, to understand their challenges and 
problems to be solved in future. There is also a need 
to contribute facts and figures on supplier markets, 
cost drivers of products and services purchased and 
possible avenues for optimisation. The purchasing 
function is helping to  .

By taking a proactive attitude, purchasing functions 
must also .

Finally, purchasing departments must get closer to 
general management. To achieve this, they are ta-
king opportunities to contribute to strategic projects, 
namely by using factual data as a basis for providing 
quantified forecasting knowledge of the supplier 
market in the context of new product development. 
Their cross-cutting position gives them a privileged 
overview of the other functions: the purchasing direc-
tor can offer a general manager a useful alternative 
means of interpretation. If the purchasing director is 
also a tough character with the courage of his convic-
tions, he is in a position to contribute to the compa-
ny’s strategy. This is the 

In terms of the qualities needed for this influential po-
sition, purchasing directors seem to have turned the 
corner in their minds. Behavioural skills are identified 
as high priority: purchasing directors think the ideal 
profile is an excellent strategic vision, leadership, an 
ability to listen and firm convictions. On the other 
hand, this is at odds with the skills they are looking 

for in their teams. Traditionally, the main qualities 
for the buyer’s profile were management of consul-
tations, negotiation, teamwork and communication. 
The skills of leadership and strategic vision are given 
a lower priority. Not everyone shares an awareness of 
the skills buyers need… We’ll have to be patient! ■

Figure 5: Rate of coverage of expenditure by the purcha-
sing function

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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  State
of the purchasing 
function

AN ANAlySIS OF CERTAIN SuR-
vEy DATA REvEAlS THE SIGNI-
FICANT DEvElOPMENTS IN THE 
PuRCHASING FuNCTION.

In particular, we shed some light on the priority 
actions of the purchasing function in this time of crisis: 
how its operating budget is evolving, the proportion of 
expenditure it covers, changes in profiles, etc. 

It is no surprise that the priority goal is 
still to optimise costs 

The economic context clearly focuses attention on 
the main mission of purchasing: to optimise costs. It 
was a complicated mission in 2009, since many factors 
contributed to an inflationary situation making it 
particularly difficult to find savings:

•  A significant drop in sales, forcing the purchasing 
function to offset volume affects,

•  Defaulting suppliers, requiring alternative strategies 
to be put in place at short notice,

•  Winning new customer markets, implying a renewal 
of the panel of suppliers.

And yet, purchasing departments did not lose sight of 
the need to be even better integrated and to move 
closer to in-house customers and suppliers. This 
integration is essential when adding more services 
(15% of our panel) and can be brought about in two 
ways: 
•  By being more present in upstream processes (re-

1

Figure 8: Priorities of the purchasing function

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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search and development, marketing and sales). For 
example, the added value of buyers is a determining 
factor at the design phase, for contributing all the 
future cost elements, thereby allowing the most 
economically advantageous decision to be taken 
(concept of total cost of ownership).

•  By being more present in the downstream process 
(logistics, supply chain, production) and integration 
with suppliers. like the conductor of an orchestra, 
the buyer supervises and coordinates the activities of 
the various functions of the business with suppliers. 
As guarantor of proper performance of contracts, 
the buyer can also monitor suppliers' innovation 
capabilities and promote them within the business. 
This is a role of solutions and skills integrator.

Finally, change and evolution in purchasing orga-
nisations is serious concern (13% of the panel) in a 
radically changing environment. This organisational 
rethink allows purchasing to keep in step with busi-
nesses' commercial challenges: keeping close to in-
house customers while taking a coordinated approach 
to the supplier market. 

The effect of the crisis is clearly visible 
on operating budgets

Purchasing, like all the other functions of a business 
facing a difficult economic climate, also has to contri-

bute to savings by cutting its operating costs. In 2009, 
75% of businesses questioned said that their opera-
ting budget was unchanged or lower, compared with 
54% in 2008. year-on-year, the number of businesses 
with a lower or unchanged budget has therefore risen 
by nearly 50%! This observation is a good illustration 
of the situation that many purchasing functions were 
facing in 2009: do more with less!

But in times of adversity the barriers come down. 
We are seeing a true quantitative leap: in one year, 
the purchasing function has very significantly broade-
ned its scope. While in 2008, 65% of purchasing de-
partments questioned covered more than 60% of their 
business's expenditure, the figure was 78% in 2009!
Could this be one of the positive outcomes of the 
harsh economic climate? In this emergency situation, 
purchasing functions have taken the opportunity to 
break the mould by getting involved in new categories 
of expenditure. 

The purchasing function is becoming 
steadily more professional

Our survey shows that the buyer's career is steadily 
becoming more professional.

State…of…the…purchasing…function

This trend can be seen first in recruitment profiles 
requested, as 68% of companies questioned were 
looking for buyers preferably with specific training.  
These profiles specified four or five years of higher 
education, plus a specialisation in buying. This 
proportion has been constant since 2008.

For external recruitment, purchasing directors are 
seeking broadly the same academic skills as in 2008.  
They clearly prefer hiring staff trained for a buying 
career so that they are operational very quickly.

Before undertaking specific training in buying, 62% of 
profiles sought have general qualifications (engineering 
or sales). Purchasing directors want buyers to be able 
to interact easily with other professions and functions 
in the business. versatility is also an important criterion 
for the skills profiles businesses are looking for.

Alongside this career specialisation, there is also a trend 
towards more seniority. For instance, in 2009, 60% of 
the buyer population was described as experienced or 
highly experienced. The level of experience has clearly 
become a strong trend of the function: 

Finally, gender parity is generally good on average 
(52% men and 48% women).

The purchasing function should still be 
more open to the outside

In this Observatory we wanted to illustrate how far 

the purchasing function is open to the outside. To 
do so, we have measured the rate of turnover in the 
function, and the sectors of business or the types of 
functions where buyers are coming from.   We have 
also identified the careers that buyers take up when 
they leave the function.

Our survey shows that nearly three quarters of buyers 

Figure 11: Make-up of the purchasing function (experience)

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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Figure 9: Trend of the operating budget for purchasing

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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Figure 10: Make-up of the purchasing function (profiles)

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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have never worked in any other area of business and 
buyers are relatively loyal to purchasing. 

Many buyers stay in the business, and some take 
advantage of in-house career opportunities. But the 
rate is still low, as only 8% of staff in the purchasing 
function have moved to other jobs over the past two 
years. This shows that the purchasing function is still 
relatively closed. 

Staff turnover in the purchasing function is therefore 
generally relatively limited in relation to the other 
areas of business and other careers that might attract 
buyers.

One of the future challenges for purchasing 
departments is undoubtedly to throw open the doors 
to the outside, 

State…of…the…purchasing…function
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The end 
 of a cycle?2

THIS SECTION ASSESSES THE 
OuTlOOk FOR POSSIBlE FuTuRE 
CHANGES IN THE PuRCHASING 
FuNCTION: IS THIS THE END OF 
A CyClE? 

Before answering this question, we would like to put the 
subject into perspective and recall that the end-of-cycle 
concept is all relative. Indeed, the end of a cycle has a be-
fore and an after. We therefore have to analyse the likely 
change in one situation in relation to another and predict 
the trend. 
Thus, some situations may seem obsolete for certain bu-
sinesses and yet the change introduced is interesting in 
terms of both trend and speed of change.  Forthcoming 
changes in relatively immature purchasing functions may 
also be a good learning experience for much more ma-
ture purchasing functions.  

A third of businesses surveyed feel the 

need for a fresh start!

One third of our panel considers that the coming changes 
should take place in the form of a fresh start rather than 
continuous evolution.
How does this break down by sector? On the basis of our 
sample, we observe that this need for a fresh start varies 
significantly from one sector to another: the more the sec-
tor is regarded as mature, the less the need for change is 
felt. For instance, in the distribution sector, where there 
is no question but that purchasing is mature, only 23% 
of purchasing departments acknowledge the need for ra-
dical change. In the public sector, however, which is less 
mature, 41% feel the need for such a fresh start.

Figure 12: Need for change by business sector 

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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What…are…the…main…factors…prompting…purchasing…de-
partments…to…evolve?……This…survey…highlights…two…main…
triggers.

The…first…trigger…is…the evolution of the supplier mar-
ket (36% of responses from our panel),… probably… in-
tensified…by…a…difficult…macro-economic…climate.…In…our…
interviews… with… purchasing… departments,… the… preca-
rious… financial… health… of… certain… long-term… suppliers…
was…often…cited…and…was…a…major…cause… for…concern.…
Some…incidents…have…clearly…made…a…deep…impression.…
For…example,…the…bankruptcy…of…certain…suppliers…has…
forced… purchasing… departments… to… change… suppliers…
in…a…hurry;…such…situations…have…had…serious…impacts…
on…costs.…As…a…result,…several…purchasing…departments…
have…found…that,…for…certain…families…of…purchases,…the…
challenge…is…no…longer…to…make…savings,…but…rather…to…
ensure…secure…supplies.…
Moreover,… abrupt… changes… in… raw… materials… prices…
or…exchange…rates…have…also…had…a…direct… impact…on…
purchasing… conditions,… as… they… were… combined… with…
volume…effects.…For…instance,…fluctuating…steel…prices…
for…families…of…purchases…in…which…materials…account…
or…more…than…half…of…the…cost…have…had…a…significant…
impact…on…purchasing…prices.…Accordingly,…purchasing…
departments…buying…steel…parts…have…felt…the…full…im-
pact…of…these…fluctuations.………
…
This… context… of… uncertainty… is… therefore… becoming… a…
fundamental… factor… that… purchasing… departments…
must… incorporate… into… their… strategies.… … Faced… with…
such…structural…changes,…it…comes…as…no…surprise…that…
many…purchasing…functions…are…being…forced…to…adapt…
their…organisational…model.

The… second… triggering… factor… prompting… purchasing…

functions…to…embrace…change…is…more demanding in-
house customers…(32%…of…responses…from…our…panel).
Here…again,…the…difficult…economic…climate…raises…the…
expectations…of…in-house…customers:…purchasing…func-
tions…must…keep…on…finding…savings.…The…results…of…our…
previous… Observatories… show… that… the… function… was…
recognised… in-house… for… the… added… value… of… its… core…
business… (management… of… consultations,… negotia-
tion).…We…note…that…it…is…now…requested…and…expected…
to…provide…more…sophisticated…services.…This… is…great…
news!…Purchasing…departments…no…longer…have…to…jus-
tify…their…actions…and…are…increasingly…finding…a…place…
as…contributors…to…strategic…discussions.

Finally,…general…management…is…taking…account…of…the…
growing…importance…of…the…environmental…and…socie-
tal…context,…in…the…form…of…new…governance…rules…and…
new… investments,… among… other… things.… The… purcha-
sing…function…is…being…asked…to…make…a…major…contri-
bution…to…these…moves.…

So…are…there…some…benefits… from…the…difficult…econo-
mic… climate?… Could… this… unstable,… emergency… situa-
tion,… which… raises… expectations,… be… the… opportunity…
for… the…purchasing… function… to…begin… its… transforma-
tion?…What…are… these… future…changes,…and…what…are…
the…main…challenges…to…be…faced?

The main challenges to be faced 

The major change that the function has to achieve is 
in relations with in-house customers, i.e. more proac-
tive and systematic interactions. Purchasing directors 
are well aware that buyers need to get involved as far 

upstream as possible in the value chain and take part 
in the business's strategic thinking.
This is a cultural upheaval for buyers who, histori-
cally, have naturally focused on selecting suppliers 
and commercial negotiation. The general context is 
pushing the function out of its historical comfort zone 
and is helping to shift the paradigm in relation to the 
main in-house promoters.

The second challenge identified and expressed relates 
to the changing relationship with strategic suppliers. 
In this area, the first task is to anticipate any finan-
cial problem that might affect a supplier, and hence 
that could upset the client's supply chain. This is par-
ticularly true in the current economic climate. Admi-
nistration, monitoring and management of strategic 
suppliers have become indispensable activities. 
Moreover, a supplier is generally judged to be strate-
gic if it has the capacity to offer a competitive advan-
tage to the customer business. It supplies an innova-
tive product or service or a product in which it has a 
near monopoly. This relationship must be managed 
with special care. This is called upstream integration: 
the idea is to integrate the supplier's processes and 
products rather like a marketing, R&D or design de-
partment. Relationships and processes of this type 
must be managed, supported and facilitated by the 

purchasing function. And purchasing departments 
therefore consider that supplier relations can be ma-
naged properly only with a fresh start.

Two other aspects of the relationship with general ma-
nagement and management of in-house resources are 
also mentioned, but clearly viewed as substantially 
less important than the first two. ■

The…end…of…a…cycle?

Figure 14: The fresh start that is taking place or will take place by the four major aspects of the purchasing function

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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Figure 13: What has changed in purchasing

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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A fresh 
   start3

THE PuRCHASING FuNCTION 
IS MOvING TOWARDS A NEW 
MODEl, THROuGH A CHANGE IN 
RElATIONS WITH ITS IN-HOuSE 
CuSTOMERS AND SuPPlIERS.

A fresh start with in-house customers

To be perceived by in-house customers as major 
contributors, 40% of purchasing functions consider 
that the most effective action is to be service-
orientated and to systematically propose solutions.   
Would the purchasing function abandon its traditional 
stance of justifying added value (34% of our panel)? 
We also note that this "customer service" stance is 
more prevalent in the more mature parts of the sector 
(58% in the distribution sector consider that the most 
effective action is to propose solutions, as against 
24% in the public sector). 

Figure 15: Most effective action for improving integration with in-house customers

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory

What do you think would be the best way of improving integration with in-house customers?
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Which "playing fields" should the purchasing function 
operate on as a priority? 

To be in a position to offer solutions to their in-house 
customers, purchasing functions are well aware that 
they need to back them up with facts and figures. 

For instance, we note that value analysis and mea-
surement of TCO1 impact appear to be the function's 
future "playing fields":
•  value analysis is a product design method which 

seeks a compromise between satisfying users' 
needs and cost. How can the purchasing function 
get involved in this process? Based on its tasks and 
expertise, it can help its in-house customers to un-
derstand cost drivers and hence to take appropriate 
decisions when altering or designing products.  

•  Measurement of the total cost of ownership when 
an existing product or service evolves allows the ne-
cessary choices between two scenarios to be made 
and the solution to be chosen which will maximise 
final customer satisfaction while controlling costs.

1 TCO = Total Cost of Ownership

Figure 16: Future areas of influence of the purchasing function

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory

What are the future areas of influence of the purchasing function? (mark out of 10)
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Sylvain Rousseau, VP Procurement 
& Logistics Thermal Products Group
ALSTOM POWER
"The ability to influence, an alter-
native to seizing power"
Thermal Products Group manages 
3.5 billion euros of purchasing, 

spread over 16 product lines. The fairly decentralised 
environment, mainly project driven, makes the mission 
of Purchasing & Supply Chain particularly complex and 
ambitious:
•  To achieve excellence in the supply chain (quality, 

deadlines, costs and technology), notably by addressing 
a global and/or local supplier market;

•  To support project execution from commercial 
opportunity through to delivery.

 
We should preface the discussion by recalling the specific 
features of the energy industry.  The projects we manage 
last several years and the products we supply are large, 
some of our boilers weighing tens of thousands of tonnes 
and measuring 170 metres high.  These projects therefore 
have to be managed with great precision. Delivery on 
time is a very important financial issue for our customers 
who depend on us to implement their power-generation 
capacity.  We also have to deliver excellent quality as the 
installations we supply have to operate for tens of years. 
For example, our turbines have to be manufactured with 
precision to withstand the very demanding thermal and 
mechanical stresses to which they are subjected.
 
The Purchasing & Supply Chain function has never played 
such a major role in contributing to competitiveness.  The 
stakes are high. It is an opportunity for our function to 
review its position and working methods and thereby to 
raise its profile.   It has been decided to move from a model 
of optimising costs and securing supplies to become 
a "business partner". This role extends from defining 

upstream supply chain strategy to guaranteeing that this 
strategy is implemented in the expected conditions of 
quality and profitability for each product line. 
The Purchasing & Supply Chain function is thus 
becoming a vector for change helping to synchronise 
external players (suppliers) with in-house players (design 
office, sales, projects) in order to satisfy the need for 
competitiveness and to execute projects in accordance 
with the contract with the customer.  The relationship to 
other functions is evolving and requires a greater ability 
to influence, in addition to taking responsibility for the 
traditional domains of purchasing.
 
By way of illustration, harmonising specifications and 
processes helps to deliver on the promise made to 
the customer. Our contribution will take the form of 
recommendations for more "standard" solutions which 
can therefore be reused.  This commitment implies an 
effort of negotiation and persuasion based on facts 
and figures. Which in turn relies on a very demanding 
approach based on special skills:
•  Sound technical knowledge to maintain credibility in 

relation to in-house partners (engineering culture); 
•  Command of the economic and operational challenges, 

and of their impact on everyday activity;
•  A high level of communication, listening and persuasion 

skills.

Alstom Power relies on sound processes and staff 
selected for their skills in several key areas: familiarity 
with products, knowledge of supply chain processes 
and ability to manage effective relationships with the 
function's various partners. Our teams all over the world 
receive the same training in these areas.  

Thanks to active facilitation of players in the community 
and regular measurements of the performance of the 
supply chain, we can ensure that best practices in the 
industry are adopted quickly and thereby guarantee 
that our customers are satisfied with the quality and 
competitiveness of our products.

Jean Bouverot, Ministerial Pro-
curement Manager
MiNiSTRy Of DEfENCE 
"Take the time to convince 
all players to accept radical 
change"
The Ministry of Defence is the Go-

vernment's leading procurement agency. The annual 
budget envelope averages 17 billion euros, 10 billion 
of which is earmarked for the weapons programmes. 
We have 3000 buyers and suppliers (excluding wea-
pons).

As part of the General Public Policy Review, the review 
of Government procurement is implemented at the 
Ministry of Defence by the appointment of a Ministe-
rial Procurement Manager responsible for leading a 
major transformation project which aims to save 400 
million euros. The initial work has already identified 
savings of 300 million euros.  This reform covers non-
weapons procurement.  

There is now a Ministerial organisation, the Procu-
rement Office, responsible for leading the reform, 
notably in the process of defining procurement stra-
tegies, making the sector more professional and su-
pervising outsourcing. The Ministerial Procurement 
Manager is also the Head of the Office.

In 2008, the procurement reform set as top priority the 
specialisation of buyers, ensuring good coordination 
of ministerial purchasing power for each segment, 
while focusing energies that are too often dispersed.  
Procurement performance measurement has been or-
ganised, but special attention is paid to the quality of 
the service provided. The purchasing function acts as 
a service provider; the benefits of this are measured 
by the proposal of a fair offer, after first consulting in-
house beneficiaries, promoters and the market.

As procurement services were especially numerous 
when the reform began (450), the first temptation 
could be to work immediately on the organisation. 
However, we are looking for fast financial results, and 
want to make sure that any organisational changes go 
hand-in-hand with the implementation of appropriate 
procurement strategies. We therefore opted for a 
gradual movement, based on the resources already 
in place.  Strong governance was introduced at three 
levels, which recommended working for immediate 
results followed by organisational change. As the 
person responsible for ministerial procurement 

A…fresh…start
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For example, at least two suppliers are systematically 
involved at the co-development stage. Based on high-
level technical specifications, the technical solutions 
offered may end up being very different. Devising a 
complete business case, including risk analysis, helps 
to take the decision in a corporate way by involving all 
the stakeholders (engineering, purchasing, contract 
management, quality, industry, planning, etc.). We 
also ensure that the supplier market remains open for 
the solution adopted: in this way other suppliers may 
respond in the medium term, especially to satisfy our 
local sourcing needs or our export markets. The rules 
of the game in relation to our upstream suppliers 
are clear from the start, especially regarding our 
contribution to their investment at the development 
stage.
 
This desire to harness market opportunities is a strong 
incentive to adapt our industrial strategy. Our buyers 
therefore have to be highly skilled: 
•  True leadership by segment, consolidated by 

mastery of the various technologies;
•  An excellent understanding of the business 

challenges in order to help prepare business cases;
• Communication and listening skills;
•  A strong temperament to defend convictions and 

drive change. 
Helping to raise the profile of our buyers, with support 
and mentoring by management, is the key factor for 
helping them to develop their skills! 
 

policy, the Secretary-General for the administration 
is the immediate superior of the Ministerial 
Procurement Manager; he chairs a top-level 
Procurement Committee. The Committee meets every 
two months to decide on ministerial procurement 
strategy, designating one or more buyers (out of all 
450) selected to implement it. The chosen content 
of the work is submitted to the monthly Steering 
Committee, composed of heads of service and chaired 
by the Ministerial Procurement Manager.  Finally, all 
the work is done in a working group composed of the 
promoters, beneficiaries and buyers; it is facilitated by 
procurement specialists, attached to the Procurement 
Office.

Sharing integrated with governance is certainly one 
of the main keys to the success of the reform. To be 
an agent of change you first have to understand the 
problems you are trying to solve. Taking account of 
the very large number of different constraints and 
players, this work of explanation and listening is very 
time-consuming. But it is precisely by taking the time 
to convince the main players that we can achieve 
tangible savings and a profound shift in mentalities. 
Take time to save time! 

A fresh start with suppliers

As we have seen above, one of the drivers of radical 
change in purchasing functions is the way in which 
the supplier market has evolved. This evolution is 
closely linked to the concept of supplier risks, which 

is becoming a concern. What are the main risks that 
purchasing functions want to protect themselves 
against?

First (43%)are financial risks. The financial crisis and 
its accompanying bankruptcies, caused by the crash of 
certain markets (e.g. motor vehicles) and the difficulty 
of certain businesses in obtaining financing, has made 
requesters more vigilant. The financial health of 
strategic subcontractors is becoming one of the major 
concerns of purchasing functions. In certain cases, 
in order to protect against a possible domino effect, 
the financial health of second-level subcontractors 
(subcontractors of suppliers) also needs to be 
monitored.  Purchasing functions are realising that 
the conventional indicators (borrowing capacity, WCR, 
yield of share capital, etc.) are no longer sufficient. 
This new deal forces them to be much closer to and 
integrated with their key suppliers. Alternatives can 
be anticipated and constructed only through fully 
transparent relationships of trust.

Next come risks to image and professional risks. As in 
the previous case, to control risks of this type there 
is a need for a close relationship with suppliers. This 
kind of relationship can be established only through a 
proactive attitude in purchasing functions: allocating 
appropriate resources, defining the organisation 
and processes to ensure better synchronisation with 
key suppliers and improve overall performance, 
and reducing risks. One of the benefits of this more 
integrated arrangement with suppliers is to create the 
conditions to encourage mutual influence between 
the requester's strategies in relation to suppliers and 
vice versa. 

isabelle Quettier, Purchasing Director
ThALES AiR SySTEMS DiViSiON

"The supplier market influences our industrial stra-
tegy"
Thales Air Systems Division posts a turnover of 1.8 
billion euros and employs 6400 people. The Air 
Systems Division has 150 buyers handling a volume 

of purchases worth 750 million 
euros.
In an environment structured 
into Business lines and managed 
by programme, the mission of 
the purchasing function in the 
new Division is to: 
•  Contribute to the success of the 

business by seeking innovative 
and competitive solutions in 
supplier markets;

•  Achieve excellence (quality, deadlines, costs and 
technology) by strict management of relationships 
with suppliers to satisfy customers in the best 
possible way.

Over the past ten years, the trend has been to gradually 
work back up the value chain, buying increasingly 
complete and complex sub-assemblies. In this way, by 
awarding complete subsystems to strategic suppliers, 
we have been able to optimise costs significantly 
while focusing on our core business. This proactive 
approach, implying controlled support for our 
suppliers, has enabled us to harness and support their 
innovations for the benefit of our final customers. 
 
And yet this model has to be adapted: subcontrac-
ting complex sub-assemblies to our suppliers brings 
together many technologies and skills that are some-
times very diverse. Our strategy may therefore prove 
to be out of step with the supplier market, and that 
raises two problems for us:  
•   A monopoly situation for certain sub-assemblies, as 

only the supplier we have supported is able to satisfy 
our requirements. 

•   The risk of an eventual lack of creativity, as it will 
be unable to challenge the solutions offered by its 
own suppliers or to detect leading-edge technology 
solutions, and hence will be hard-pressed to remain 
competitive.

 
We may therefore need to backtrack and buy more 
sub-assemblies but which are technologically more 
homogeneous. In this way we make sure that we are 
able to maintain a sufficient level of competitiveness. 

Figure 17: Major risks to be managed from 2010

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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In terms of integration with suppliers, we note that 
the concept of co-development is still an important 
avenue of progress: more than 65% of our panel think 
that few or none of their suppliers should be involved 
at the design stages. The same applies regarding the 
use of cost structures as tools for steering the rela-
tionship.

To develop integration between requesters and sup-
pliers on these subjects, it is essential to develop a 
relationship based on mutual trust brought about by 
the partnership concept. To build this relationship of 
trust, it is therefore crucial to establish the rules of the 
game, notably regarding confidentiality and sharing 
of investments.

Furthermore, businesses are always relatively ambi-
tious on the development of their sourcing in low-cost 
countries. The level of expenditure in these countries 
is still at a relatively low level, since more than half 
of the companies in our panel make less than 5% of 
their purchases in low-cost countries (while only 10% 
of companies make more than 30% of their purchases 
in the lCCs).
The trend of purchases in lCCs is moreover very mixed: 
roughly half of companies tell us that they will conti-
nue to increase their proportion of these purchases, 
while the other half will not increase them any fur-
ther.  It therefore seems that the trend that began 
twenty years ago of sourcing in lCCs is levelling out. 
Are we reaching the limit of the model?

To continue to add value, the buyer is developing 
the performance of his suppliers. In the context of 
a mature purchasing organisation, which is already 
making a significant proportion of its purchases in 
lCCs, there are still important ways to make progress, 

as we can see from the example below which looks at 
the limits of sourcing in lCCs.

Xavier Cassignol, Vice-President 
Global Purchasing 
 fCi
"Look for savings by developing LCC 
suppliers"
FCI, a world leader in connectors 
for the electronics, microelectro-
nics and automotive industries, 

operates in China, Malaysia, Singapore, India, Brazil and 
Honduras. When it was sold by Areva to the Bain Capital 
investment fund, an ambitious programme for cutting 
purchasing costs was put in place (50 million euros of sa-
vings in purchasing over three years). The main lever used 
was to source in low-cost countries, increasing the per-
centage of purchases in those countries from 30% in 2006 
to 50% in 2009. Against this background, an "Asian Sour-
cing Office" was set up in China and Singapore, staffed 
by "sourcing buyers". The quantitative targets were met 
and the savings made seemed very substantial strictly in 
terms of the purchasing cost.
However, in 2008 FCI launched its "lean Manufacturing" 
plan and it quickly became clear that the performance of 
the low-cost suppliers in terms of quality and logistics was 
quite inadequate.
In one year, FCI substantially altered its sourcing model to 
improve the performance of its Asian suppliers. To achieve 
this, the FCI purchasing department deployed a "supplier 
development" programme which aimed to substantially 
improve supplier's methods and which was based mainly 
on implementing the lean techniques deployed within 
the Group.
Now, while meeting the purchasing cost cutting target, 
the buyers manage the relationship with the suppliers in 
accordance with three types of objectives:

Figure 18: Level of integration with suppliers from 2010

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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•  To improve quality of products supplied (reducing the 
number of non-compliant products and complaints by 
2% a month);

•  To shrink the base of production suppliers (target of 1% 
fewer active suppliers a month);

•  To reduce levels of stocks and work in progress 
(synchronise flows between FCI and its suppliers with 
a target industrial cycle of 10 days as compared with 30 
days today).

By way of example, the mission of the "Asian Sourcing 
Office" was expanded to include the training of Asian 
suppliers in quality tools (8D,  problem solving,  SRM 
portal, etc.). 
The skills of our buyers are therefore evolving 
considerably; they are now being asked to influence the 
industrial strategy of the suppliers they are responsible 
for (improvement of the supply chain by implementing 
lean techniques).
So the characteristics of the FCI "low-cost countries" 
sourcing model have been changed substantially. 
FCI's strategic objective is now clearly to improve 
synchronisation of its industrial flows with its suppliers 
while contributing to the development of their 
performance. These points are now fundamental pillars 
of the FCI three-year strategic purchasing plan: for us they 
are indispensable levers to improve and control the cost 
of ownership of our products.

A fresh start with general management

The purchasing function continues to expand the 
scope of its activities, but what of its capacity to take 
part in the business's strategic meetings? 

We would like to draw an analogy with the 
administrative and financial director who is 
systematically called upon by general management 
to take part in planning business strategy. The 
administrative and financial director has become 
essential as his role in the process of building strategy 
is clearly defined: he validates the financial feasibility 
of the strategic plan and takes part in resource-
allocation decisions. 
How can the purchasing director make his contribution 
and gradually become essential in the mind of general 
management?

In order to be perceived as a key element in devising 
business strategy, the purchasing department 
must take opportunities to contribute to strategic 

projects of the business, and be a proposing force. 
By exploiting in particular its detailed knowledge of 
the supplier market, it can be in a position to offer 
its opinions, confirm or influence strategic guidelines 
and propose solutions or alternatives. Furthermore, 
on account of its cross-cutting function which gives it 
a unique position as observer, it can provide a general 
manager with very useful interpretations.

The following stand out among a number of subjects 
identified: 
•  Business intelligence (a priority subject for 32% of 

our panel)
The monitoring of supplier markets carried out by 
some purchasing departments should be exploited 
not only to improve the performance of the 
purchasing department, but also to explain market 
trends to general management which might entail 
radical changes for the business and influence its 
strategic direction.
To achieve this, 70% of our panel considers that a 
dedicated team needs to be set up to contribute 
a forward vision able to offer input to general 
management discussions. 

•  Product development and improve (a priority subject 
for 23% of our panel)
The purchasing department is in direct contact with 
its suppliers, which enables it to keep up to date 
with product innovations which are available or 
due to be deployed on the market. This information 
is a valuable asset for the purchasing department 
enabling it to contribute new supplier products 
and services to the business which can give it a 
competitive advantage and thereby influence the 
business's commercial strategy. 

•  International growth (a priority subject for 10% of 
our panel)
The purchasing department has an advisory role in 
the context of the business's international growth, 
as its position enables it to have a high level of 
expertise in the markets it addresses. Indeed, its 
knowledge of the suppliers and players in the 
sector should enable the purchasing department to 
position itself as an essential link in the business's 
growth strategy.

Sylvain fresnault, Director of Mail Purchasing
LA POSTE
"How to expand your area of influence"
la Poste has an exemplary clean-transport policy 
in Europe: large-scale acquisition and deployment 
of electric vehicles, research and development in 
innovative clean vehicles, promotion of green habits 
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among the general public, 
dissemination of its know-how to 
businesses and communities. Its 
goal is to cut transport-related 
CO2 emissions by 15% by 2012. 
In this context, the purchasing 
department is closely involved in 

this strategic project: 
•  To build a long-term "self-sustaining" business plan, 

structured around the total cost of ownership over 
5-6 years;

•  To meet key suppliers to understand the market and 
its main trends (main automotive manufacturers);

•  To achieve a forward vision by identifying future 
technological changes and the players involved 
(notably regarding batteries);

•  To join forces with the future requesters with a view 
to agreeing more quickly on the establishment of a 
standard.

This approach is a major step forward in our relations 
with in-house customers. The purchasing function 
favours listening and influence.
It's all about diplomacy, as unless the project is 
properly supported by the other functions it is dead in 
the water! Our approach is to take advantage of the 
skills of the various stakeholders and join forces around 
a common objective. Running such projects obviously 
requires behavioural skills within our teams:a good 
strategic vision, strong listening and persuasion skills, 
a very open mind and plenty of curiosity. It's more to 
do with a state of mind than technical skills.

Figure 19: Areas of influence of the purchasing function for contributing to business strategy

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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A fresh start with resource management

As we have seen in the preceding paragraphs, purcha-
sing departments want to move the function from a 
cost optimising model to a business partner model. 
This stance means more interaction with in-house 
customers and key suppliers. The idea is to become 
more closely associated with general management by 
taking opportunities to contribute to the business's 
strategic projects. Such a change of positioning re-
quires specific technical and behavioural skills.

This evolution can be seen in the ideal profile of the 
purchasing director portrayed in the context of this 
survey. The technical skills highlighted are abilities to 
formalise purchasing strategies, manage risks and a 
detailed knowledge of the supplier market.  The ideal 
profile has the following behavioural skills: an excel-
lent strategic vision and a strong ability to influence.

On the other hand, there is a paradox regarding the 
expected profile of purchasing staff: there is a mismatch 
between the desire expressed by purchasing directors and 
their awareness in terms of skills sought within the teams. 
The expected technical skills remain very "conventional", 
with a priority for core business: negotiation and 
management of consultations. We nevertheless note the 
need to formalise purchasing strategies, and a knowledge 
of the supplier market scores well.

The mismatch is even clearer regarding behavioural 
skills: teamwork, communications and ethics come top 
while strategic vision and leadership trail behind.

Purchasing directors clearly have yet to become 
fully aware of the key skills needed in their teams to 
raise the purchasing function quickly to the status of 
business partner: "There's something wrong with the 
drive belt", as my garage mechanic would say.
Some purchasing directors are anticipating the change, 
however. They are leaving the beaten track by looking 
in hitherto unlikely areas: marketing, sales or from 
suppliers, even if they need to invest in purchasing 
skills later. 

Figure 20: Self portrait of the purchasing director 
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Figure 21: Behavioural skills of purchasing teams expected by the purchasing director

Source: 5th Purchasing Observatory
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Alain Page-Lecuyer,  
Procurement Group Senior Vice 
President, Operations
AXA  
"Purchasing profiles: the rare 
find!"
Axa procurement manages 4.5 

billion euros of expenditure (excluding insurance pur-
chasing) and employs 350 staff, including 30 in the 
Group's purchasing department.

In recent years, our purchasing function has made si-
gnificant progress:  
•  Our buyers are more integrated upstream of pro-

jects; they are also involved in preparing budgets;
•  Our organisation by "category manager" helps to 

standardise our needs and exploit synergies;
•  Our relationships with suppliers are tending towards 

a partnership.
This level of maturity takes the form of good credibi-
lity in relation to our in-house customers and often 
in close proximity with them, based on a one-to-one 
relationship.

yet, we must continue our efforts. In the context of 
our new strategy for 2008-2012, general management 
stepped up its demands on the purchasing function, a 
sign of trust. Our main challenge is how to keep opti-
mising costs while adding value. This is an ambitious 
aim as our purchases are particularly complex: highly 
technical products and services, demanding in-house 
customers who are experts in their field, rapidly evol-
ving supplier markets, and a total cost of ownership 
that is particularly complicated to model.
Since they are so demanding, we need to recruit spe-
cialist buyer profiles, genuine project leaders with a 
position within Axa as "business partners". 
•  Sound technical knowledge to remain credible in re-

lation to in-house customers;
•  Excellent team workers, notably for interacting with 

stakeholders;
•  Excellent ability to understand commercial chal-

lenges;
•  A very open mind;
• leadership and a cool head.

That's a rare find! All the more so because traditional 
training for buyers is very much orientated towards 
production buying and industrial buying, so there is 
hot competition on our market for attracting the right 
people.
knowing this, we have opted to select our buyers 
based on personality, and quickly train them in buying 
skills where required. By way of example, we look for 
talent among our in-house customers and – why not? 
– among key suppliers. Finally, we put our buyers 
right on the front line: there's nothing like exposure 
for honing their skills.

A…fresh…start

“ Pierre Pelouzet, Purchasing 
Director - SNCf
and Chairman of CDAf
"Commercial buyers"
Purchasing at SNCF, the 
company's second largest 
expenditure item, accounts for 

12 billion euros. The purchasing department, with a 
staff of 270, manages about 60 000 approved suppliers.
under the SynergiA programme, launched in 2008, 
the purchasing function made significant progress in 
five major areas:
•  Improved financial performance by devising 

purchasing strategies incorporating the total cost 
of acquisition and better supplier management, 
especially for managing associated risks;

•  More services to in-house customers, taking the 
form of a change which is well under way (45 service 
agreements) and introduction of a planning tool for 
centralised prioritisation of purchasing operations;

•  Simplified procedures for improved flexibility (such 
as thresholds for consultations subject to higher-
level procurement committees;

•  Systematic consideration of sustainable purchasing;
•  Skills development supported by a new purchasing 

campus.
  
In this time of financial crisis, we are at a crossroads, 
and the purchasing function is in the limelight. How 
can we conquer new territory while continuing to 
optimise costs, but without merely resorting to cuts.

To do this, one of the major challenges is to develop 
behavioural skills in our teams. Our buyers have 
also to develop a commercial sense: a commercial 
sense to understand the business challenges of in-
house customers and to be in a position to sell the 

purchasing function by offering innovative solutions; a 
commercial sense to better understand suppliers and 
thereby sell SNCF to its suppliers, to tempt them. This 
commercial component is complex to develop as it 
requires a change of mindset. It begins with a change 
in vocabulary: we talk of providing services, major 
account manager, etc. It is mainly a management 
responsibility: setting the example (mentoring 
role) and raising the profile of our buyers. Offering 
prospects and taking them out of their comfort zones 
also helps to develop this commercial component. 
That is probably one of the major transformations of 
tomorrow. ■

“
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Time management for buyers
Purchasing directors should adopt a proactive and inter-
ventionist attitude to improve allocation of purchasing 
resources, to both in-house customers and suppliers. 
Purchasing staff should spend 50% of their time outside 
to understand their customers' future needs and become 
well acquainted with their suppliers. The basic principles: 
setting an example, planning and steering these informa-
tion-gathering activities, formalising this new know-how 
to highlight the salient items. The priorities: powering 
up the organisation, raising the teams’ profile by getting 
them to pool their knowledge and put their conclusions 
into action.

More accurate results from sourcing cam-
paigns?
Purchasing departments look after sourcing activities, 
set up framework contracts and use sophisticated tools 
(ERP, e-Procurement, e-Sourcing, Data warehouse, etc.). 
Most delegate the execution of the purchase-to-pay pro-
cess to other functions. Purchasing departments have 
invested a lot of energy into justifying their cost-cutting 
activities and their impacts on the balance sheet. On the 
other hand, the continuous and accurate monitoring of 
the purchase-to-pay process has often been relegated 
to the back seat. And yet it is an ambitious challenge: it 
means measuring the results of sourcing campaigns on 
the ground. What is the point of these campaigns if the 
quality indicators of the suppliers under the framework 

contracts are erratic? How can they be credible if the fra-
mework contracts are little used by in-house customers, 
if it takes several weeks for a purchasing request to be 
ordered? Purchasing departments must keep a constant 
watch on this process. The performance of this process ac-
tually correlates closely with that of the purchasing func-
tion as a whole. This pool of information and figures is an 
opportunity to highlight any inconsistencies and identify 
avenues for improvement. The purchasing function is the-
refore first in line for proposing solutions and expanding 
its area of influence. 

Raising the profile
General management regularly uses cross-function 

projects as a tool for shaking things up: expanding the 
horizons of operational departments that are set in their 
ways, forcing cooperation to punch through performance 
barriers. These cross-cutting groups, generally composed 
of high flyers, report regularly to general management. 
If you look carefully at how they operate, you can see 
that the participation of the purchasing function is often 
reduced to the role of occasional contributor. Spot the 
deliberate mistake!

Alternative recruiting
Wealth is in diversity, creative solutions through 
reconciling points of view. The purchasing function 

Specific avenues

TAkE RISkS TO CREATE vAluE: 
OPPORTuNITIES TO BE TAkEN 
WITH THE PuRCHASING 
FuNCTION.
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must endeavour to attract a wider variety of profiles: 
more varied in terms of business segments to benefit 
from best practice in other industries, more varied 
in terms of their origins in other functions. This 
“gamble”, already attempted by some purchasing 
directors, pays off, fostering a better understanding 
of business challenges and closer relations with in-
house customers. Purchasing departments have to 
focus more on the personality of the buyers; technical 
skills are more readily acquired on the job. One of 
the keys is to look for talent elsewhere, among in-
house customers and - why not? - among suppliers. 
By opening up to the outside the purchasing function 
will definitely be seen as more of a springboard. 
Finally, the meaning and purpose, with the associated 
challenges and changes, that the purchasing function 
is to have will be a convincing means of attracting 
talented candidates. ■
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This study was conducted between July and November 2009 based on 200 telephone interviews plus 35  individual interviews with 
purchasing directors.
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